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SYNOPSIS 

The purpose of this work is to develop an 

algorithm for use on a small digital computer in the conversational 

mode. This algorithm to scale and determine the patching configurat-

ion for the simulation of any system on an analog computer. Further, 

this should be in a form suitable for the implementation of automatic 

patching in a hybrid computer \vhich contains the necessary Slvi tching 

matrix and hardware. 

The method of solution chosen here relies 

heavily on modern control theory, and in this lies both its strength 

and its weakness. 
! 

The advantage of the method is that it forms a 

·direct link between the State Space representation of a system and the 

analog computer simulation of that system. The chief disadvantage is 

that it is cumbersome in the handling of non-linear systems. 

The method can be divided broadly into two 

sections: 

l) Digital simulation of system in order to determine the 

maximum values of all variables. 

2) Scaling and analog set-up. 
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} INTRODUGriON (l, 2 , 4,S) 

l.l h'HAT IS SIMULATION? 

'l'he basis of most engineering problems, 

is the analysis or synthesis of physical systems. A system being an 

assemblage of elements which reacts to an excitation in a predictable 

manner. 'l'he most satisfactory solution is a precise mathematical 

fa) 
model' , which portrays and describes the system in every respect. 

As the aim of the engineer is normally to obtain required and relevent 

ansvrers within a specified accuracy at minimum cost in time, labour and 

equipment, this approach is obviously not practical. 

Analog simulation is based on the duality of 
i 

many·differ~nt types of physical systems. A system is said to be the 

dual of another if there is a one-to-one correspondence between.each 

element of the two systems. ie. Both systems are governed by the same 

characteristic equation. Thus analog simulation can be thought of as 

the electrical dual of the physical system to be studied. 

1.2 PROBLEM PREPP~ATION 

As it is frequently not practical to describe 

a system by the exact causal relationship between its component parts, 

Note (a) 

A good background ~o the problem of model building can be found in a 

paper by D.W .'r. Rippin. "A review of the methods of model building", 

prepared for presentation at the first National Meeting of the S.A.I.E.E. 

in Durb~, August, 1970. 
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the first stage in the preparation of a problem is the development of 

a simplified mathematical model of the system. The degree of simpli-

fication being a function of the accuracy required in the solution. 

Most physical systems are time varying, but 

if the changes are sufficiently slow in comparison with input changes, 

it is common for the mathematical model to be time invarient. It is 

interesting to note also that all physical systems are to some extent 

non linear, but are frequently approximated to linear systems. 

The problem development can be shown diagram-

atically as: 

Physical Exact Approximate Analog solut-
System ~~ Mathematical ~~ Mathematical -+- ion of Approx-

Model Model imate Model 

It is important to remember when evaluating 

the analog solution of a problem, that it is the solution to the approx-

imate mathematical model, and not necessarily the original system. 

1.3 IMPORTANCE OF ANALOG SIMULATION IN THE FIELD OF CONTROL 

The first requirement for the design of a 

controller is a thorough understanding of the response of the system 

that one wishes to control. If the system itself is not available, and 

this is often the case, analog simulation of a model of the system may 

be employed. This has the added advantage of enabling the designer to 

observe the effect of parameter variation, and thus can lead directly to 

the optimisation in the response according to some predetermined criteria. 

2 



l. 4 PFlOBLEMS ASSOCIATED v!ITH ANALOG SH'IULATION 

Once a suitable compromise between complex-

ity on the one hand, and accuracy and efficiency on the other hand has 

fixed the mathematical model, the problem becomes the implementation of 

the model in terms of analog computer hardware. This requires a sound 

knowledge of the hardware principles involved, and for this reason many 

non-electrical eng1neers shun the.use of the analog computer. 

The analog computer is inherently a "fixed 

point" device due to the limited linear range of its operational ampli

fiers, and therefore care must be taken to ensure that no amplifier is 

driven into a saturated state. Furthermore no amplifier output or 

potentiometer setting should be too small otherwise serious loss of acc

uracy will result. (b) 

It follows that amplifier outputs cannot be 

numerically equal to the problem variables that they represent, but 

merely proportional to them. Thus every variable in the mathematical 

model must be scaled, so as to comply with the above criteria. (c) 

The "real time" response of the system may 

be of the order of days or micro-seconds; therefore it frequently 

becomes necessary to time scale the computer solution so that it can be 

readily observed. This time scaling has the added advantage of exert-

ing a moderating effect on the integrator gains. 

Note (b) 

Exactly what is meant by "too small" is somewhat a matter of taste, but 

a general rule of thumb is that the potentiometer settings should be 

greater than 0,1, and amplifier outputs should us~ the entire linear 

range of the amplifier. 

Note (c) 

A summary of classical scaling methods is in appendix B. 
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Other hardware problems include the setting 

up of non-linear elements, and the loading effect of one stage on 

another. 

1. 5 AUTOMATIC SCALING AND PATCHING 

It is helpful to view the problem of automatic 

scaling and patching in the light of an analogy initiated by Hannauer(lO) 

in his recent paper. The analogy deals with the programming procedures 

of digital and analog computers. 

There is littledoubt that the phenominal 

rise of the digital computer has been due largely to the ad~ances in com-

pilers and high level languages. These allow the programmer to commun-

icate with the machine in a problem-orientated manner and without any 

understanding of the computer hardware. Broadly speaking one may dis-

tinguish between three levels of digital programming: 

a) Machine code 

b) Assembler language 

c) High level language eg. Fortran 

To begin the analogy one may separate analog 

programming also into three levels. 

a). Hard'.-lare level (resistors, capacitors,amplifiers, etc.) 

b) Component level (summers, integrators,multipliers, etc.) 

c) Simulation level (algebraic and differential equations, 

block diagrams, etc.) 

It can be seen from this comparison of the 

various levels, and the fact that conventional analog programming is at 

a level between (a) and (b) above, that the digital computer is far 

ahead in the area of man to machine communication. This has led to a 

decline in the popularity of analog computation, and the subsequent re-

liance on digital simulation techniques. 

4 



Automatic set up of an analog computer can 

now be seen to be analogous to a high level compiler in a·digital sys-

tern. This can be represented diagramatically ·as: 

High level language High level language 

Compiler Analog 
Compiler 

(Machine instructions) (Scaling an1 patching 
information) 

Digital 
Computer 

1 
Analog 

Computer 

There is little advantage in carrying the 

analogy further at this stage, although several further points present 

themselves. The most important of these is the comparison between the 

"parallel" natUI'e of the analog computer 1-ri th its consequent block diag-

ram, and the "serial" nature of the digital computer characterized by a 

flow diagram. 

1. 5 .1 REQUIREIVIENTS OF A.~ ANALOG COMPILER 

As the compilation process is one of mathemat-

ics and logic, the obvious method of solution is that of a digital algor-

ithm. The follov1ing are important requirements of such an algorithm. •··. 

a) Fle~ibility, allowing the programmer choice of accessible 

variables on the analog configuration. 

b) Clear mathematical language in which to express the prob-

lem to the machine. 

:· c)· Compiler must calculate optimum scale factors and scale 
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the problem 

d) Output of all information necessary for patching. 

e) Generality, allowing all types of problem to be handled. 

f) Output to be in a form suitable for automatic patching 

by means of a suitable switching matrix in a hybrid system. 

This in anticipation of the time 1-rhen all the associated 

hardware problems are overcome. 

1.6 SUMMARY 

The purpose of this thesis is therefore to 

develop an algorithm for such a compiler, which will then become an-

other rung in the ladder to raise analog programming to the simulation 

level. oJ its own the algorithm will serve as a valuable aid in the 

process of scaling. 

6 



2 HISTORY OF AUTOIW IC ANALOG PHOGRl'J\1MING 

In this chapter three different approaches 

to the problem of automatic analog programming \vill be assessed, and 

the method chosen for this thesis summarised. 

2.1.1 APACHE CODE (ll) 

The Apache code (_!nalog R_rogramming _!nd 

CHEcking), is the result of a combined study by digital aJld analog 

specialists at the calculation centre of Euratom·, in Italy. The pro-

gram is designed for a 7090 digital computer. It uses eight tape 

units and is run b;y a Fortran moni ter system. 

I 
Apache is both general and flexible, but 

does not scale automatically, as the maximum for e~ch variable still 

has to be estimated by the programmer. The input language consists of 

a series of statements 'under the headings of "Parameters", "Variables", 

and "Equations", and is logical and clear, although a little tedious. 

The Apache code can be described generally 

as an automation of the classical method of programming and checking, 

once the programmer has obtained the range of all problem variables. 

2.1.2 ITERATIVE SCALING BY HYBRID COMPUTER 

The following method developed by Hall and 

Kahne (l2), requires, in addition to a digital and an analog computer, 

a .number of analog - digital channels, and at least three digital -

analog channels. 

The problem is set up in the conventional 

manner on the analog computer with rough estimates for all scaling 
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factors. The digital computer has the ability to place the analog 

machine in the "operate", or "hold" mode.by means of the D-A links. 

Revision of scale factors, based on digital 

samplings of the appropriate amplifier outputs can be made and then 

implemented by the digital computer. This process is continued until 

the problem has been run to completion, while satisfying predetermined 

scaling criteria. 

This method is extremely powerful in a suit-

able hybrid system, with servo driven potentiometers, but does not 

alleviate any of the labour associated with the initial set up. 

The input language tends to be orientated 

towards the patched analog configuration in that the analog problem is 

described to the digital computer by defining equations for the input 

factors. for each amplifier. 

It is possible that this approach could be-

come an important part of a more general method. 

2.1.3 OPTIMUM SCALING FROM DIGITAL SIMULATION 

An example of this.method was presented in 

a paper by Paynter and Seuz (13) As this is the method employed in 

this thesis, little need be said about it at this stage. Its inherent 

advantages and disadvantages will become apparent later. 

2.2 SUMMARY OF METHOD ADOPTED 

2.2.1 INPUT LANGUAGES 

In order to describe the system to the dig-

ital computer, the mathematically elegant notation of State Space 
(d) 

was 

Note (d) 

See appendix A 
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adopted. The following reasons favoured this usage: 

a) Concise and unambiguous representation of systems. 

b) Powerful digital simulation techniques. 

c) Resemblance of state variable diagram to analog computer 

configuration. 

Furthermore as the analog computer problem 

normally appears as an equation or set of equations, it was felt that 

the input language should therefore also take this form. 

The system is therefore described by a set of 

matrix equations, and these equations are used as the input information 

to the digital computer. 

2. 2. 2 SIMULATION AND SCAIJING 

A digital simulation of the system is carried 

out over a prescribed time interval, and the range of each state variable 

noted (e). The maximum value of each state variable is rmmded off to 

the next largest term in a preferred series, and this value is used to 

determine the ·scale factor for that particular state variable. 

Note (e) 

·It has been argued that if a digital simulation is to be carried out, 

the need for analog simulation no longer exists. In the case of 

small linear systems this may be true, but as the digital simulation 

method used is approximate for non-linear systems, it is intended only 

for gaining insight into the overall behavour of the system and for 

scaling. Due to the exceptional speed of the digital simulation method 

employed, it is felt that this approach is justified. Furthermore the 

digital simulation can be a reliable means of checking initial analog 

results. "The problem becomes easier once the solution has been 

found by a different method." 
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As previously noted, the state variable dia

gram is closely connected with the patched analog configuration for any 

particular problem, and it is this that provides a powerful method of 

automatic scaling. Time scaling may be imposed, but if this is not 

done, a time scale factor will be calculated so as to bring the problem 

within the hardware ca~abilities of the analog computer. 

2.2.3 OUTPUT 

The output.of the "compiler" is again in 

matrix form and can be considered analagous to a set of scaled equat-

ions. Each term in the matrix being the input to an amplifier, and 

being interpreted physically as a potentiometer setting multiplied by 

an amplifier gain. 

The overall system can be diagramatically 

depicted as: 

INPUT OUTPUT 

l) State equations Patching & 
DIGITAL 

2) Initial states scaling 
COMPUTER 

3) Time of response information 

10 



3 MATHEf'1ATICS OF DIGITAL SIMULA'riON 

This chapter deals with the mathematical 

principles behind the digital simulation of a system represented in 

terms of state variables. The usual approach for linear systems is 

summarised, and three possible methods for non-linear systems are dev--

eloped and assessed. For readers who are unfamiliar with state space 

techniques, this chapter should be read after; or in conjunction with 

appendix A. 

3.1 LINEAR SYSTEMS 

A linear system is one that can be described 

by a linear n th. order differential equation. By defining n state 

variables the original differential equation may be transformed into a 

set of n first order differential equations, which can then be repres-

ented in matrix form. The following matrix equations completely des-

cribe the system: 

.• . 

X( t) = A( t) X ( t) + B( t) M( t) 

Y(t) = C(t) X(t) +D(t)M(t) 

.. 
where X= dX/dt 

The solution to equation 3.1 may be written as: 

X(t) = ¢(t) X(O) + i~(t-r)BM(r)dr. 3·3 

where cp( t) = eAt 3·4 

Clearly, if the initial states [x( 0 )] and the 

inputsM{r) are known, the time response can be numerically evaluated. 

ll 



By considering the inputs .(nf) as state 

variables (f) equation 3.1 may be transformed so as to simplify great-

ly the work.involved in the digital simulation, while providing a more 

concise matrix notation. 

Equation 3.1 may be written in full as: 

X 
n 

fx] 

• + bl M mm 

• + b2 M m m 

• + b M 
nm m 

Which can then be expressed as: 

• + A 1x1 + • • + A X 
m m+ m m+n n 

In matrix notation this becomes: 

(g) 

By letting the colm vector [: J V 

Note (f) 

See appendix A 

Note (g) 

3·5 

The newAmatrix is actually a combination of the old A and B matrices, 

plus the terms describing the relationship between the input state var-

iables themselves, if any such relationship exists. 
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V= AV 

Where A is now ~n (m+n) square matrix. 

The time solution for equation 3.8 is given 

by the formula: 

V( t) ¢(t)V(O) 3·9 

¢ ( t) is novr referred to as the overall 

trru1sition matrix of the system. 

The output of the system may be described 

generally as: 

Y(t) C(t) V(t). 3.10 

Equations 3.9 and 3.10 form the basis of the 

simulation technique of this thesis. They may be transformed into 

discrete time equations by letting t=kT, where k is an integer. 

Therefore after time 'T', the solution is: 

V(T) <P(T) V(o) by 3.9 

Due to the exponential form of the transit

ion matrix the general form can be stated thus: 

or 

V(nT) 

V(nT) 

<Pn v(o) 

¢ (T) V( (n-l)T) 

Using stage-wise time equation 3.13 bec.omes: 

vk = <P v k-l 

3.12 

3.13 

3.14 

If the original mathematical model has time 

varient c~-efficients, the transition matrix consequently becomes a 

13 



function of time, and equation 3.14 must be stated as: 

An accurate digital simulation according 

to equation 3.15 would be uneconomical as the transition matrix would 

have to be recalculated for each time interval. Therefore although 

theoretically possible this was not attempted. 

Equation 3.14 provides the iterative method 

for the calculation of the transient response of linear systems. 

3.2 NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS 

Most of the mathematical tools available 

are for the solution of linear systems, therefore it became apparent 

that in order to simulate digitally a non-linear system, an approxim

ate mathematical method would have to be developed. Further it is in

evitable that this should complicate the input format and extend sim

ulation time. 

The requirements for the non-linear simulat

ion method include the following: 

1) System representation to cause minimrun Fearrangement of the 

state variable diagram. 

2) Control over degree of approximation. 

3) Simplicity of input description. 

4) Generality, allowing all types bf non-linearity to be hand

led. 

5) Ease of interpretation into terms of analog computer hard-

ware. 

Any one particular method would have to be 

a compromise of the above. 

14 



3.2.1 METHOD OF OPEN LOOP SIMULATION 

This method is best demonstrated on systems 

represented by block diagrams. The theory behind it involves the 

breaking up of the whole system into blocks which can be represented 

by linear differential e~uations, and placing the non~linear elements 

between these blocks. 

This can be most effectiyly demonstrated 

by means of an example: 

N-1 

s~uare 

The above system contains three linear 

transfer functions, two input signals, and two non-linear elements. 

It has been arranged so as to separate the above types. 

Assuming the feedback path to be open, the 

output of G1 is calculated for the first discrete time interval. 

This is then s~uared and added to M2 , with the result used as the in-

put to G2 • The signal 'F' is calculated in a similar manner, and 

finally F is subtracted from M1 to give the input for the second time 

interval. 

The error involved in this method is a 

function of the relationship between the discrete time intervals and 

the highest natural fre~uency of the system. Experimental simulation 

15 



by this method showed that the error could become excessive. 

Scaling and set up configuration for the 

linear blocks can be handled in the standard manner of linear systems, 

however the problem would become extremely complicated if one wished 

to get an output from the compiler which contains a complete descript-

ion of the patching configuration. 

Other problems associated with this method 

include a complex input language and serious loss of simplicity in the 

simulation process. 

3.2.2 APPROXIMATION TO DERIVATIVE METHOD (S) 

Consider the equation: 

V = f(v,t) where f is some non-linear function. 

If the system is time invarient this may be reduced to: 

lim 
T-+0 

V f(v) 

By definition of differentiation 

v(t+T) - v(t) 
T 

V(t+T) - V(t) 
T 

f(v(t)) 

f(v(t)) 

·; 

The accuracy of the approximation is a function of the relative order 

of magnitude of T and the highest natural frequency of the system. 

By letting t = kT an iterative formula 

may be derived. 

V(k+l) V(k) + Tf(V(k)) 

16 



The disadvantages of this approach are 

chiefly, the loss of matrix notation for system description, and the 

problem of accumulating errors with no means of checking accuracy. 

It was thus discarded as unsatisfactory for general application. · 

3.2.3 PIECEWISE LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

This method is dependent on the fact that 

any non-linear flmction can be approximated by a series of linear fun-

ctions. This principle is frequently applied in Analog computatibn by 

the application of diode function generators. 

Consider the following non-linearity: 

I 
I 

Original non-linearity Piecewise linear approximation 

Y = KX + C, 

The strength of this method lies in the 

relative ease with which it can be simulated digitally, by the applic-

ation of similar tech.YJ.iques to those of linear systems. The princip-

les involved are best shown by means of examples. 



.Consider first the state variable diagram. 

of the following linear system in Bush'sform. 

r_(__§J_ 
M(S) 

2 . ·. 
S + 3S + 2 

S(S
2

+1S+.l2) 

Assuming 'M' to be a step function: 

M 0 

xl X 
2 

X 2 x3 

x· M- 12X ·~ 7X 
3 2 ~ 

Thus in matrix notation: 

V AV 

0 0 0 0 

·o 0 '• l 0 
A.' = 

0 0 0 l 

l 0 -12 -7 

· Let there now be a non-linear element between x1 and X2 . 

18 



The non-linear element may be thought of as a function of the form: 

ie. A series of short line segments of slope K and intercept C. 

( K and C being functions of x
2

) 

.K 
I 

I I 
L ________ J 

Thus the effect of the non-linearity can be seen to be identical to 

that of a variable gain element and an additional input. 

c 0 (for each discrete step) 

M 0 

xl K x 2 + c 

x2 x3 

x3 M - 12X2 - 7X
3 
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0 0 0 0 0 
(h) 

0 0 0 0 0 

A l 0 0 K 0 

0 0 0 0 l 

0 l 0 -12 -7 

For this trivial case the transition matrix becomes a function of K 

·and t in the following manner: 

Sampling time 0.02 sees. 

lOOOOOE-05 OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO lOOOOOE-05 OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

200000E-07 . l28763E-ll K lOOOOOE-05 l99845E-07 K l90908E-09 K 

OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO 

l90908E-09 

l86481E-07 

OOOOOOE+OO 997709E-06 

OOOOOOE+OO -223778~-06 

l86481E-07 

867171E-06 

For the general case where the non-linearity 

could be in a feedback loop or before a feedback path, the effect of K 

on the transition matrix is extremely complex, and would then affect 

all the state variables. 

Note (h) 

C is a constant for each segment of the approximation curve and there-

fore also constant for each sampling interval. As a function of time 

it would appear as a series of step functions. 

ie. 

I 
n l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

time 
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m 

3.2. 3.1 PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF PIECEWISE LINEAR AP.PROXIMATION 

This method of simulating certain non-linear 

systems was chosen in preference to the preceeding two because of its 

superior error control and relative ease of application. 

method can best be described by means of an example. 

The entire 

It was required to simulate digitally the 

following system: 

Square 

function 

An order of magnitude approximation was made for the range of x2 , 

following which twenty points were taken on the curve to approximate 

the non-linearity. 
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A transition matrix was expanded for each 

segment of the curve (assuming constant sampling time), and these stor-

ed with the appropriate value of C. 

}t'inally, the complete time response of the 

system was calculated by repeated application of the formula: 

In which <P is the transition matrix for the p th. segment of the non
p 

linearity. The value of p for each step is chosen as being the seg-

ment in which the k th. output of the non-linearity falls. This 

choice of p was made by an iterative process. 

This may be clarified by means of an example: 

Note (i) 

If the value of x2 at time (k-l)T lies in segment 2, then the 

first attempt to calculate x2 for kT would be by equation 3.17 

with p = 2. The value of x2 as given by this formula may 

now: a) again lie in segment 2 

b) be greater than the range of segment 2 

c) be less than the range of segment 2 

Assume now that x2 at kT was greater than the range covered 

by segment 2. A second attempt would be made with p = 3. 

This procedure is continued until the k th. value of x2 lies 

in the same segment as was used to calculate it. 

The V matrix is shown as a function of time and segment number. This 

is because C is treated as a state variable, and although constant for 

each sampling interval, varies with segment number. 
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3.2.3.2 SPECIAL CASES OF NON-LINEARIRIES BY PIECEWISE LINEAR APPROXI

MATION 

The class of non-linearity in which a state 

variable is also the output of the non-linear element, forms a special 

group as far as digital simulation by this method is concerned. This 

type of non-linearity is normally implemented on the analog computer 

by means of diodes in the integrator circuits. 

simple limiting, and backlash and Hysteresis. 

Examples include: 

eg. The state variable x2 belmv is limited to the range + or - a. 

x
2 

K x
3 

xl x2 

For IX2l<a , K = l 

If x
2 

attempts to become larger than a , K = O, and x2 a 

This is mathematically equivalent to: 

This alternate representation was discarded as being unnecessa.ry, if 

not misleading, as it bears no resemblance to physical reality. 
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From the above example it is plain that a 

separate subroutine is req_uired for the simulation of each type of 

non-linearitymentioned in 3.2.3.2. 

3.2.4 MULTIPLICATION NON-LINEARITY 

To date no satisfactory method has been 

developed for the digital simulation of problems involving the multi

plication of state variables. 
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4 ERROR CON'rROL IN DIGITAL SIMULATION 

4 .l TRANSITION l\'IATRIX 

The Transition matrix ( ¢) forms the basis 

of all simulation by state space techniques, and due to its repetitive 

application it is the most serious source of error. 

Several methods are available for the calcul

ation of the transition matrix (5~ and from these the power series 

expansion of ellt was chosen because of its generality and ease of pro-

gramming. 

4. 2 ERHORS IN POVJER SERIES EXPANSION OF eAt 

The expansion of eAt as a power series of t 

can be expressed as: 

¢( t) At 
e 

where I is the unit matrix. 

Mathematically the above series is uniformly 

convergent for all finite 't', therefore theoretically it can be calcul-

ated to any desired accuracy. In practice tvro types of error must be 

considered. The one is of little importance and is due to the truncat-

ion of the infinite series after 'n' terms. The other is more serious 

as no measure of the error can be determined analytically. This is 

the error due to rounding or truncation of a number in the computer 

after each mathematical operation. 
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4.2.1 ERROR DUE TO TRUNCATION OF INFINITE SERIES 

[eAt] = [<:P(aprox)] + [Rem] 

A complete analysis can be found in appendix C 

4.2.2 ERROR DUE TO Lll1ITED SIGNIFICANT FIGURES IN CALCULATIONS 

This second type of error is a function of 

the rate of convergence of the power series and of the number of sig-

nificant figures used in the calculation. In order to determine the 

size of this error, tests were carried out by computing the same cp on 

three different computers, and thus varying the precision of the arith

metical operations. 

The above were: 

. 1) IBM 1301 (normal precision) 6 significant digits 

2) Varian 622i 7fi II II 

3) Univac 1108 9 II II 

4) IBM 1301 (extended precision) 9fi II II 

5) Univac 1108 (double precision) 18 II II 

The results obtained on the Univac 1108 · 

with 18 significant figures were taken as'correct'. Thus deviations 

in the transition matrix when calculated vli th less accuracy gave a good 

indication of this type of error. 

eg. The A matrix 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

1 -.834 -2.75 -2.92 

was chosen as it was similar to that of 3.2.3.1, and from it the trans

ition matrix eAt was calculated for various cases of 't'. 
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The error in the worst term of each matrix was plotted against the num-

ber of terms of the series taken in order to achieve 6 figure accuracy. 

60 

50 

40 

20 

10 

10 20 30 
Number of iterations 

40 

712 significant 
digits 

50 

The curve is logarithmic in nature, but a 

linear scale was chosen for the above sketch as it is more meaningful 

in this analysis. It is important to note that this does not imply 

that the error is nil belovr 40 iterations. 

From the above it is obvious that there is 

a definite maximum value of 't' for which the transition matrix may be 

calculated by this method. 
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The method. adopted. in this thesis to prevent the inadvertant use of 

meaningless results Has to discard any tr2..nsi tion matrix which requir

ed more than 40 terms of the series to converge to 6 figure accuracy. (j) 

4. 3 ERRORS IN SYSI'EJ'v11'IME RESPONSE 

The transient response of systems is calcul-

ated by means of the recursive formulas 3.14, or 3.17. The principle 

involved is the calculation of the k th. state from the (k.:..l) th. state 

for k = l, 2, 3, 4, • , and consequently for large k the error 

may become appreciable. 

In a recent paper, Liou(l4) presented a 

method for: checking this form of error by recalculation the transition 

matrix for time kT at regular intervals of 'k'. 

ie. 

.4.4 

<P(kT) V(O) 4.5 

This forms . a pov1erful method of checking 

error provided 't' (=kT) is sufficiently small to make it possible to 

calculate the transition matrix with reasonable accuracy. When the 

restriction on convergence within 40 terms for the transition matrix was 

dropped, it was found by experiment that equation 4.5 sometimes gave 

greater error than 4.4. This was due to the rapid rise in error in the 

transition matrix for large 't'. Thus equation 4·5 in general is use-

less as an error check. 

Note (j) 

When this condition occurs the usual remedy is to calculate the trans~ 

ition matrix for a shorter sampling time. 
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The :3imulation method used_ in this thesis 

normally involves 50 repetitive applications of equation 4.4, and pro-

vided the transition matrix converges to 6 figure accuracy -vli thin 40 

terms of the series, errors in the transient response are of little 

consequence. 'l'his v-ias verified experimentally as it is difficult to 

make a meaningful analytical prediction of this error. An example of 

such experimental verification may be found in chapter 6. 

4. 4 REMEDIES and EXAt'VIPLES 

The chief source of error lies in the 

transition matrix and therefore attention should be directed to this 

area when looking for remedies. 

From equation Cl.8 (appendix C) the magnit-

ude of the terms in the remainder matrix_ is dependent oniiAII for any 

constant K. Therefore the rate of convergence of the power series of 

At e is dependent on the matrix norm ofll. 

where 1/A Jl 

A method of normalisation has been proposed 

by Liou (l4) which can greatly increase the rate of convergence of the 

·series, but this was not implemented as it limited the type of problem 

to Bush's form. ( c o.Je8 Appendix A6) 

The follovring examples show the actual 

truncation error and the predicted truncation error (appendix c) for 

varlous values of liAi '1'. 
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EXAMPLE 1 

IIAliT = 0,9504 

The convergence of the transition matrix 

· for the case where A = 

00C1fa00 E+ 00 
vJ 00H100E+ (I)(IJ 

000l;)00E:+o0 
-8 33999E- C16 

and T = 0,1 second was studied. 

000vHar,m+ 00 
10l1vH:lOE-f.15 
{t)(o\1JC1(t)(i')£+ 00 

-275000E-05 

0000(10£+00] 
16 ~H1 C1 ~.HJ r.~ + f-1 0 
1 favH1C1f.1E-05 

-291999F.-05 

By the method of appendix C, the worst case for the magnitude of the 

terms in the remainder matrix was calculated to be: 

No. of terms- (L) 

8 
10 
12 
14 
15 

rRemainder . . ] L: 1, J 

1. 73383E-05 
1.71017E-07 
1.15604E-09 
5.68566:E-12 
3. 58910E-13 · 

Taking the first 6 terms of the series 

gave the following approximation to the transition matrix: 

[

1000001:'::-05 
151.!981 E-09 
453659E-08 
863236£-07 

0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 (1 
99987 (1F.- 06 

-3783521:'::-08 
-719939E:-07 

0C10000F.-i-00 
9957051':-07 
987395E-06 

-24117 3E-06 

(/}.000(1.0F.+00]" 
453659E-08 
863236£-(17 
7 35329E-06 . 

\1hile the 6th. to 500th. terms gave the remainder matrix as: 

[ 

(1kl0000E+ 00 
-131Ll3BE-13 

2 (;) 1 2 3 fH>· 1 3 
-2915f10F.-13 

c1 ra vH-1 (,IJ(o E + 0 0 
109619E-13 

-167R32E-13 
2 i-t 3 1 1 lF: - 1 3 

0001lH:J:OE+00 
296115E.- 1 3 

-4437()6E-13 
633794F-13 

0v:H:i000E+ 00] 
20123f5E-13 

-29150(/jE-13 
LJ(17395E-13 

When the number of terms was increased to 8, the transition matrix 

became: 

!iJ0&HH:J((}E+ 00 
9~1 987ft~F-oo 

- 3'n:,; 353}::- r'ln 
- '"7 1 <J Si 3 9 E - CIJ'l 

29a 

(1) f100 v)OE+ (l,0 
9 9 s 7 r-J 5 F:- e-n · 
9 K 7 3 9 5 ~;~ - i1) 6 

-2L1117 3fo>-CI.l6 

0 l1 vH?0 0 E + C10] 
Lt536f> 1E-0r3 
13f·3236E-CIJ7 
'/35329F.-06 



,.· 

VIi th the corresponding remainder matrix: 

[ 

'~ 0 0 (/j (!) (;jf:+ (J) 0 
-522K?.LJF.-17 

730613E-17 
-996690E:-l 7 

(~0(1) (000 F.+ 0 0 
LJ36035F-17 

-609331E-17 
8312LJ0E-17 

vJ vJ c100 0 E+ oc1 
1 1 31S 7 vJ E - 1 6 

-157315F:-1o 
213156E-16 

00c~000F+ vHol 
73(1613£-17 

-996690F.-17 
133718£-16 

Further increases iL the number of terms 

~aken did not affect the value of the transition matrix. Thus the 

series converged slightly faster than predicted. 

EXAMPLE 2 

IIAII T = 9 ' 504 

The method of example l was again repeated, 

with a new sampling time of l second. The predicted value of the 

remainder matrix Has now calculated to be: 

No. of terms (L) 

36 
38 
40 
42 
44 

[Remainder. ·] 
. l, J 

5·45733E-06 
3·44845E-07 
l.96749E-08 
l. Ol848E-09 
4.80480E-ll 

After ll terms of the series the transition and remainder matrices 

·were: 

Transition matrix: 

[

10vH1C-JG-lF:.-{1. 5 
8217921',-CH 
19fl)3fi2F.-f0f) 

. 198 33KE-C-l6 · 

0Vl!!lvH:HclE+ 00 
93l1-!62E-06 

-1 ~')zno?E-06 
-165LJ1LJE-06 

Remainder matrix: 

[

. f-10 0 (l)(!)filF+ (1 (lr 

123319E-ll 
- } 6 3 6 3 L! i;~- 1 1 

215263E-11 

(,) '~ it) vi (lJ V1 E + (!) (!) 
- 1 v1 ~~ i) /.J f) E - 1 1 

1 3 61!7 1 t: - 1 1 
- 179529F:-11 

0 V.d6 0 0 0 E+ f!,0 
75LJ19f>F.-(16 
LJW7 9 f> s:::- f'i 6 

-7V.JLJ193E-06 

Cii (!) V1 C:'J f:1 f;J E+ rJ, (I) 

-2625Lt9F:-1 1 
31-!'11 LH1E- 1. 1 

-L!~)5::?\d2F:-l J. 

00V.l v:H1&JE+ 00] 
1 9 (1 3 6 2 E:- 0 6 
19833tsF:-06 

-171182£-06 

r 1 C·HiJ c11 '" ,.., E + 0 c1] 
-163631-!E-11 

:::. i s26:..n:-11 
-28 1LI22E:- 11 



After 13 terms the transition matrix had converged to 6 figure 

accuracy. Thus this series converged a lot faster than predicted. 

Transition matrix: 

[100000~-05 0 vl0 0 0 0 E: + 0 0 0fa0fa00E+ fM1 0f10?00E+00] 
821 (5(-:l~J~.-07 9311~61E-C06 754l<JLJE-06 190.360£-(06 
190360£-06 -15ts76DE.:-v)6 1-!07969E-06 198340E-ra6 
1983Ll0E-(iJ6 -165416£-06 -70L!l97E:-06. -171185£-06 

Remainder matrix: 

[ 000fl00E+00 Ovlf1000E+ CtJftJ 000000E+ (l)(tj 000000E+00] 
139991£-13 -ll6752E-13 -296217£-13 -183005E-13 

-183CIJ&)5E-13 152626E-13 386511E-13 238157E-13 
238157E-13 -198623E-13 -5023C66E- 13 - 3ftJ8907 E- 13 

EXAMPLE 3 

jjAiiT = 619,0 

The following·A matrix was expanded for a sampling time of 0,1 sees. 

(,10,100(1£+ 00 00favJ00E+00 00000C4E+00 0 000(t)(ij£+ (il(t) 00f:H:H.10E+ 00 
0000fHtJE+ C/.J\0 0(iJ(tJ(iHtJ0E+ 00 100~j0,JE-05 00 CtJ 0(10E+ 0CtJ 0 Cll0DC1f1E+ 00 
000000E+00 -400ft) 0 f·) E- 0 4 - 1-1 e' o (10 0 E - 0 ~ L40(tJ(tJ0ftJE-04 400000E-05 
00ftJ000E+ 00 ·00000faE+0CI.t 0 ftJ(1~.H50E+ 0 0 000000£+00 100000£-05 
250000£-02 500000E-03 500000E-(iJL-J - 300(iJ00f;:- (t) 2 -500000£-04 

The method of Appendix C nmv no longer gives a meaningful predictj_on 

of the error, although it is still mathematically correct. 

The method of the first hm examples vias 

. again applied with the follovring results: 

Transition matrix (23 terms): 

1 (tJ(1000E-W5 C1 0 V! 0 0 0 E +f::J 0 k\(0(/.10 k'0E+ (.1 0 0 (IJ 0(110 0 E>H1 vJ 0(-10 0(!)~3£+ (~(1) 

352822E- (16 888984E-06 852303E-07 - 2Lll8W/ E-(-16 203823E-08 
509~57E-,.15 -239r:•l0F:-C,l5 r, 't 'J 9 7 L.J E- vJ 6 -27 0 'JLJ'I J•:- kl 5 -2797 34E-0£~ 
996LJ52F-C66 1 ?.W/2Gr:-c~:-6 ~), s -co '1 b v - rn -1?'-)17f-SF-06 -123562F-08 

-30891CtJE-05 - 1 6 3 6 9 L± ~:- (!) ~ -31-196 7'/ E- CiJ'I /.f"f26V13E-05 3f):) l49E-07 
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Remainder matrix: 

r:H1 000 r1.1 r.:+ 00 0 0 (1.)0 (1 r~l E + Cl.l (~ Coll!J 0(,j 0 r!JE+ f:l C-1 0 0 v1 (tj vJ CIJF+ 0 0 0CI.ifa000E+ 00 
-640761E-13 -11939HE-13 -1~)1137E-1L4 76liJ 16~JE-13 ~91 LJ26E-14 

728566F:-ll 1517 58E -1 1 139819E-12 -880325F:-11 -7 57!.t28E-13 
187(1Jft?!E-11 3B681 E5E-12 36'-J283E:-13 -2256o3E-ll -237578E-13 

-59 391~5E-1 0 -1 33 360E:- 10 -9L!6785E-12 7 27 3C1l SF:- 10 -92323~E-12 

After 27 terms the transition·matrix had converged to 6 figure 

accuracy,although not all 6 figures were reliable. This clearly 

demonstrates the onset of the second type of error which was dealt 

1..ri th in 4. 2. 2. 

Transition matrix (27 terms): 

10kH100E-05 .00000f6E+ 00 000000E+00 000C~00E+00 000000E+00 
352822E-06 8889i5LJE-06 852303E-r07 -2418W7E-06 2(3 382 3E-f38 
509558E-05 -2 39\-:HJ 9F:- 0 5 64997L!E-06 -27 0 5148E- C15 -279742E-08 
9961-tSLIE- 06 128726E-(IJ6 2 5 Lf77 9_E- W1 -12518f.1E-06 -123564E-08 

- 308916E-CIJ5 -163695E-05 -349686E-CI.l7 472610E-f65 385139E-07 

Remainder matrix: 

00CI.l000E+ C10 0000(10E:+ C:'1(1J (i)(.1 '1 0 00 E+ (6 0 0(10 CIJ0 0F.+ fiH:l 00fM100E+ 00 
267907E-15 561145E-16 5W/936E-17 - 324fl.l22F:-15 -2~9002E-17 

-572507E-14 -134818E:-14 -787043E-16 707 325E-14 -lt59203E-15 
-188721E-11-t -431C623E-15 -286253E-16 231B23E-14 -lt097fl.li-!E- 16 
-102426E-12 -193401E-13 -236504E-11-! 121766E-12 425225£-1 LJ 

When the above transition matrix was cal-

culated using 18 significant figures in· the arithmetic it became: 

J.OOOOOE-05 OOOOOOE-00 OOOOOOE-00 OOOOOOE-00 OOOOOOE-00 · 

352822E-06 8S8985E-06 852304E-07 -241807E-06 203823E-08 

509558E-05 -239009E-05 649975E-06 -270548E-05 -279745E-08 

996453E-06 128726E-06 254779E-07 . -125180E-06 -123565E-08 

-308914E-05 -163694E-05 -34968J.E-07 472608E-05 385143E-07 

For purposes of comparison this can be taken as 'correct'. 
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5 SCJI,LING AND SET UP BY NJI.TRIX METHODS 

This chapter deals first with the analog 

computer configuration and then with the theory developed for use in 

the scaling subroutines. It is thus a method for the transformation 

of a problem represented in terms of state variables into a scaled 

analog computer set up. 

5.1.1 ANALOG CONFIGURATION 

The analog configuration used corresponds 

directly to the state variable diagram, except for the complication in

troduced by the inverting nature of the operational amplifiers. Thus 

the set up configuration is implicit in the A matrix. 

5.1.2 ANALOG CONFIGURATION FOR NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS 

Non-linear systems can be processed gener

ally by the method of 5.1.1, excepting the non-linear element itself, 

which must be set up and patched by classical methods. 

5.2 SCALING MAXIMA 

Digital simulation provides the true max-

imum value of each state variable. After storing these in matrix for-

mat each maximw~ value is then replaced by the next greatest term in a 

preferred series of scale factors. This is done in order to eliminate 

unnatural and cumbersome scale factors and to allow for small alter

ations in the parameters-at a later stage. 
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5.3 SCALING OF INTEGRATORS 

Consider the state equation: 

• 
X=AX 

of which.the first row is: 

+ A1 X 
n n 

ie. The time rate of change of the state variable x
1 

at any instant 

is a function of the other state variables at that instant. On the 

analog computer solution of the above, the problem arises that each 

state variable is represented to a different scale factor. 

~~M] F2~ C)~ 

[X1 t) 0 x2M xlM 

~~ ? 

As x1 appears only at the summing j·Llllction 

its maximum value need not be knmm. 

Scaling equations may now be writt€n for the 

above configuxation. 

Note (k) 

1) The subscript '1'1' denotes the maximum value of the state variable. 

2) Square-brackets indicate the computer variables. 
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~t [~~MJ 
Thus the diagram of the previous page when 

correctly scaled becomes: 

The symbol ~ denotes a potentiometer 

setting multiplied by an amplifier gain. No time scaling has been 

imposed. 

By simple extension of the above,· all integ-

rators can be scaled simultaneously as: 

xl XlM All X2M Al2 XnM Aln xl 

. xll'l xlM xlM xlM XH'l 

x2 XlM A2l X2M A22 . XnM A2n x2 
d x2I1 x2M x2M x2M x2M 
dt 

Thus there exists a simple matrix method 

for the viTi ting of scaled equations which is well sui ted to computer 

solution. This matrix became known for brevity as the 'Pot-Set' 

(potentiometer setting) matrix. 
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'I'IME SCALING 

If any term of the Pot-Set matrix is greater 

than ~he maximum gain of the integrator inputs, or very much smaller 

than l, time scaling must be imposed. As a general rule of thumb, it 

can be stated that each term in the scaled Pot-Set matrix should lie 

between 0,1 and the maximum gain of the integrator inputs. eg. 10. 

INITIAL CONDITION POTENTIOMETERS 

The initial condition potentiometer matrix 

can be written as follows: 

(l) 

x (o) 
n 

xnM 

Each term in the matrix is the relevant 

potentiometer setting for the initial conditions of the state variables. 

This matrix is independent of the time scale factor. 

5.4 SCALING OF SUMMING AMPLIFIERS 

The only case where summing amplifiers are 

used by this method is the case in which the desired solution is not a 

state variable but an expression of several state variables of the 

form: 

Y=CX 

Note (l) 

All signs are absolute. ie. No account has been taken of the invert-

ing nature of the amplifiers. 
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c x [x2 ~ 22M x + 
2M 

. + C X 
n n 

+ 

In matrix form this becomes: 

• 
x1 l 
xll'1 

X 
2 

x2]_11 

I 

~:~J 
5. 5 I.NTERPRETATIO:N OF SCALED MATRIX EQUATIONS 

Consider the Pot-Set matrix of a general 

3 rd. order system. 

X XlM All X2M Al2 X3M Al3 rx l _l_ -- ----
XH1 T x~JVI xlJVI xlJVI {3 xlJVI {3 

d x2 XlM A2l x2M A22 X311 A23 x2 
---- ---- • d.t x2M x2M. {3 x2l_l1 {3. x2.t'Y! {3 x2J'1 

. x3 Kl~ A31 x2JVI A32 x31'1 A33 x3 

x3M x~JVI _,J 
(3 x3N {3 x3M {3 x3JVI 

Note(m) 

It is interesting to note that Analog time scaling is equivalent to 

l
·e. e(4-)t eA(.t..) dividing each element of the A matrix by~. ~-- ~ 
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It must first be decided for each state 

variable whether normal or inverted representation is desired. This 

choice is somewhat arbitrary, although certain configurations are pre-

ferred as they lead to a minimum in the number of inverting amplifiers 

required. 

Initially assume that [~~ is available 

at the output of an integrator. 

From the first rovl of the matrix equation:, 

. 
[~~j 
xl 

As it is - X that must be generated, this equation must be multi-
1M 

plied by -1 . 

. . · 

[-:~J 
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By similar treatment of the second and third 

rows of the matrix and the inclusion of the initial conditions, the 

analog computer diagram may be drawn. 

5.6 FURTHER POSSIBILITIES 

Up to this stage no account has been taken 

in the algorithm of the inverting property of the operational amplifiers, 

and it has been the programmers decision as to which state variables are 

wanted by positive representation and which by inverted representation. 

It -v10uld be a trivial matter to extend the algorithm, so that after the 

decision for normal or inverted representation of each state variable 

has been made, the scaling matrices could be signed accordingly. 

Once this is done a (-) sign in the Pot-Set matrix for example, would 

imply the use of an inverting amplifier. 
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ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAM FOR THE GENERAL THIRD ORDER SYSTEM 

~ 
I 

(+) 

xl 
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6 USE OP SYSTEM 

This chapter is intended to demonstrate 

how the method developed in this thesis is applied to physical 

problems. 

a) LINEAR SYSTEM: 

Consider the follm..ring simplified model of a 

car suspension system. (6) 

]_ 
of car = M . slu~ 4 mass 

. 1=25 

1000 ]_ 

l 

+ K .. 
D = ]_ 1 .. 

b/ft .. 

r 
oo lb/ft/sec 

~ axle mass + wheel = l\1 =2 slugs 2 2 
~ 

>- 5000 lb/ft ~ K2 = 

. . 
M1 Y1 + D(Y1 - Y2) + K1 (Y1 - Y2) 0 

. . 
M2 Y2 + D(Y2 - Y1 ). + K1 (Y2 - Y1 ) -t K2 (Y2 - Y

3
) 0 

As the variables of interest in this problem are Y
1

, Y
1

, Y
2

, and Y
2

, 

they will be defined as state variables. 

x2 Yl 

x3 Y2 

x4 Y2 
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Thus: 

xl x2 
. Kl D Kl D X Mxl - i1x2 + Mx3 Mx4 2 

1 1 1 1 

x3 x4 

K2 Kl D Kl K2 D 
x4 -m + Mxl + i1x2 (- + -) x3 Mx4 M2 1 2 M2 M2 2 

Let 'm', the road function be a step function of 6 inches. This is 

analogous to driving onto a curb. 

By treating m as a state variable as in 3.1, 

the A matrix may be written as follovrs: 

m 0 0 0 0 0 m 

X l 0 0 1 0 0 xl 

x2 0 -40 -4 40 4 x2 

x3 0 0 0 0 1 x3 . 
x4 2500 500 50 -3000 -50 x4 

The initial states are: 

m(O) 0,5 feet 

x1 (o) 0 

x2(o) 0 

x
3
(o) 0 

x
4
(o) 0 

The first digital simulation was made for 

a solution time of 5 seconds sampling at every 0,1 second. This gave 

a good overall picture of the response of the system, but as the samp-

ling rate was coarse, a second simulation was made for a solution time 
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of 0,5 seconds sampling every 0,01 seconds. As a safety precaution, a 

third run was made for a solution time of 0,1 seconds sampling every 

0,002 seconds. 

The overall maximum values of each state 

variable from these runs were then rounded as in 5.2 and used to scale 

. the problem. 

The Pot-Set matrix before time scaling was 

imposed was: 

d 
dt 

m 

I~ 

xl 

xlM 

X 
_2_ 
X 

. 2M 

~ 
x3M 

x4 

x4M 

0 0 

0 0 

0 -13,33 

0 0 

117,18 31,25 

0 0 0 

3,0 0 0 

-4,0 10 21,33 

0 0 21,33 

9,37 -140,6 -50 

The corresponding scale factors being: 

m l/0, 75 units/foot 

_xl l units/foot 

x2 l/3 units/foot/second 

x3 l/0, 75 units/foot 

x4 1/16 units/foot/second 

and the initial condition potentiometer settings: 

m(O) 0,66, x (o) 
1 

0, o, 

40 

o, 

m 

xl 

xlM 

x2 

x2M 

x3 

x3M 

x4 

x4M 

0 



The analog computer used for this simulation 

was a Pace TR48 with a maximum gain of 10 available at the integrator 

inputs. Thus a time scale factor of l/15 was chosen. 

After time. scaling the Pot-Set matrix became: 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 200000E-06 OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO -888889E-06 -266666E-06 666666E-06 l42222E-05 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO l42222E-05 

781250E-05 208333E-05 625000E-05 -937500E-05 -333333E-05 

Defining x1 and x
3 

as positive and x2 and 

x
4 

as inverted, led to the following signed Pot-Set matrix when the 

method of 5.6 was applied manually. 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 200000E-06 OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO 

OOOOOOE+OO -888889E-06 266666E-06 666666E-06 -l42222E-05 

OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE+OO OOOOOOE-t-00 OOOOOOE+OO l42222E-05 

781250E-05 208333E-05 -625000E-05 -937500E-05 333333E-05 

This was transformed directly into the 

·analog computer diagram. The step input in the above matrix notation 

is represented by an in.i tial condition on ail integrator. As this 

method is unnecessary, in practice it can be simplified to a potentia-

meter fed from the reference supply of the coiDputer. 
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The following three pages are an example 

of the print-out o.f the .simulation and scaling algorithms. The 

linear car suspenGion system is simulated here t·wice, once over a 

period of l second a.Yld once over a period of 5 seconds. This 

allows an accuracy check to be made as several solution times are 

common to both simulations. 'rhese results vrhen plotted graphically 

are identical to the analog computer results, consequently the analog 

solutions can be t.aken as a graphical representation of these figures. 

Operator interaction with the algorithms 

is mainta.ined by means of sense switches and the teletype keyboard. 

'rhe sense switches are referred to in the print-out as SSl, SS2, 

and SS3. 

The time taken for the complete process 

of simulation and scaling varied between l, and 3 seconds, consequent

ly it is economical to supress the listing of the digital simulation 

if it is not required. 

1)2 



DIGITAL SOLUTION TO LINEAR CAR SUSPENSIO~ PROBLE~ 

SIMULATION TIME = 1 S~COND 

TIME CSECS> Xl X2 X3 X4 

199999E:-07 5 1 7 1.11 8 E- 0 K 'Hi2932E-C~6 16862i3E-V•6 13Ca752E-01.t 
39.9999£-07 3(1)5218F:-W/ l79683F-05 LJl. 140tH~-·06 95902l!E-(t)5 
599999£-(-17 733519J·.:-cn 2l! L:(t) 3 1 E- 0 5 529 3291·:- (1)6 242117E-05 
799999E-W7 12118 32E-06 2 5 9tH:JI.H~- (-:) 5 532137E-~J6 -114057 5E-05 
999999£-07 1761-tllE-~'6 251--!778E-0~'> 498226F.-06 - 1 51-tl-!5 6E- '3 5 
119999E-06 226796£~06 2Ll99 51 E-0 5 479536E-06 -277 08 L!E-C16 
139999£-06 276'/55E;-('16 25028~)E:-CI.•5 4t3145K5E-06 6 56 3 5 ~~ E- ~? 6 
159999E-06 32699~~E- 06 251 E:'l5J:;-05 5006 54J~-06 8L!I-! 1 1 3E-06 
179999E-06 377~771'.:-(1;6 25Cl;233E-05 515612E-06 621 C~26E-06 
199999E-06 426763E:-06 2!.!315 52E-0 5 525388E-06 3 7 2 7 14 0 E- 0 6 
219999E-vJ6 47 451II-!F-f~6 233371-JF,-(1;5 531L±17E-06 252435£-(::16 
239999E-06 519923E-Ctl6 22vJ023E-0::, 5361 I.J8E-06 230347E-06 
259999£-~)6 562418JT-C16 2 f0 1! 6 3 7 E - f-1 5 51.H!J771 F.:-C.-16 2307 39E-f16 
279999E-~~6 601666E-C~6 187579£-(05 . 545234E-06 211 096E-vJ6 
299999r~-06 637351F:-06 169f~29E-05 51-t9062E-06 168958E-06 
319999E-06 669192F:-06 lLJ92(.'JJ.E-(!J5 551937E-f:J6 11 B270E-06· 
339999E-06 696966E-06 128403E-0:s 553B12E-06 7016L±2E-07 
359999E-06 720513E-06 106995£-05 55LJ7 8 3E~ 06 27 847 3E-07 
379999£-06 7 397 1-!7E-f~6 853257£-06 55LJ955E-vi6 -100992£-(:}7 
399999£-06 7546L47E-(~6 637156£-06 554395E-,16 · -LJ55595E-07 
419999E- C!J6 765256£-06 424536£-06 55 3 1 L.J 5 E- (16 .-791161£-07 
439999E-C!J6 771669E-06 21 [,){639£-06 551246E-06 -11(!J297E-C!J6 
459999E-C:l6 77 L~0 35E-06 201 r:H!J2E-07 5LJ8753E-C.-16 -138397E-06 
479999E-06 772545E-f!J6 -167W(LJE-06 51! 57 34E- 06 -162952£-06 
499999£-06 767436£-06 •3li1534E-06 5 L42260E-06 -183799£-(16 
519999E-06 758979£-06 -501612£-06 . · 5 381-tftj6E~06 -20(!J931E-C'.16 
5 399.99E-(!J6 7471-177£-06 -61-!.5933£-06 534247£-06 -214383£-06 
559999E- 1'.16 733251-tE-06 •77 3LJ2(6E-06 529855E-06 -224196£-06 
579999E-~36 716657£-06 -BB3280E-06 5253C-'l3F>·06 -230430£-06 
599999£-06 698C!i44E- (!J6 -975008E-06 520661 E-C:~6 -233187E-06 
619999E-06· 677779E-(!J6 -1V.i4836E-05 515997E~06 -232618E-06 
639999E-06 656231E-06 -110339E-(!)5 511377£-06 -228917£-06 
659999E- vHi · 633764E-06 -11 /i035E-0:) 5 (16 [~ 60F.- (:) 6 -222312£-06 
679999E.,.(,~6 61073LIE-06 -115975£-05 5025C!J2F-C.16 -213056£-06 
699999£-.06 58 7 L!i3 6E- 06 -11G232E-05 /.J9 8 3 5 3E:-.{;)6 -2011-!23£-06 
719999E-06 561.!3L47E- (16 -11 I.J£595E-f~5 49LJ459E-(16 -187705£-06 
739999E-06 54 1627E>·f06 -112072E-05 LJ90857Io:- 1!J6 -172202E-06 
759999E-06 51 9609f-(.-)6 -1C!J7884E-05 I..Hq 5 8 1 E- CJ 6 -155225E-06 
7799)9E-06 /.J9f55~>5E-vJ6 - 1 (!) 2 LJ 6 5 E - 0 5 . 4RLJ656E-f!i6 -137088£-06 
799999£-06 47t~696~:-C16 -959563E-vj6 · Al5~.~ 1 e<~F:-v;6 -118 HJ(jE-056 
B19999E-06 Lt 6 0 2 3 5 E- V.1 6 - 8s::,cn 3E-co6 479935E-D6 -985691£-07 
8 3 9 99 9 E- (j 6 41-t 3 3/.JS F.- (tj6 -802719£-(1)6 117 8 1 6 1 E- 0 6 - 7 8 7 f) 9 1 E- Wf 
859999£-(,jt) 4~~() 168E-f~6 - 7 1 /4 U 5 E5 E - 0 6 L476783E-C06 - 59C:J I.!34E- 07 
W79999E-06 4 1 4 £) 1 1.1 E - 0 6 -6206/.JSE-06 475798F:-V!6 -395983£-(1;'7 
899999E:-06 LJ03363E-If)6 -5~4022E-fol6 1.!7 5196F- 166 -2W70 12E-07 
919999E-06 393E165E-06 -I.J25 6 '7l!E- 06 LJ71496l{]:;-fJ6 .:.257760E-08 
939999£-(')6 3 8 6 3 ~~ h !~ .. ~j 6 - 3 2 7 [·i :3 3 }·;- (-') 6 !.t750I36J·:-o6 1 I.J5 69C1E- 07 
959999f:-(lj6 3f~07'16J<:-(;)6 -?.?. (_,J/! ~; 9 F- ('if 1t7 55 39F- (;J 6 3 (1 5 6 C1 1 F. - WI 
97 9999E- (tj fJ 3771 /tl!l<-06 -13L!815E-06 ll 7 6 ;3 (6 (11 F - V.J 6 I-±5~~4.29E-f67 

999999E-vj6 37 5 3f>Ll}<:- ~)6 - /..J ::,.; 1!6 7 1 E- C0 7 L! 7 7 ~3 3 9 r: - r~1 6 58LI917E-07 

4?cL 



RE-HUN - FLIP SSl CONTINUE - FL"IP SS3 

9MULATION TIME = 5 SECONDS 

TIME <SECS) 

999999E-07 
1999991-:-06 
299999£-06 
399999E-06 
499999E-06 
599999E-06 
699999E- CtJ6 
799999E-06 
B99999E-f06 
999999£-06 
109999E-05 

· l19999E-:C1_5 
129999E-05 
139999E-05 
1 49999E-(05 
159999E-05 
169999E-f65 
179999£-05 
189999F.-05 
199999E-C15 
209999£-05 
219999E-05 
229999£-05 
239999£-05 
249999E-05 
259999E-f15 
269999F:-05 
279999F:-05 
289999E-05 
299999E-W:i 
309999E-f65 
319999E-C.:J5 
329999£-(05 
339999F.-05 
349 99 9 F- ~J 5 
359999E-05 
369999E-CJ5 
379999E-CtJ5 
389999£-~)5 

39.9999}:<;-05 
Lt09999E-f.l)5 
419999E:-05 
429999£-vl s 
439999F:-05 
449999F:-CJ5 
459999F:-CJl5 
/.Jf:9999F-C15 
147 9999f> ~j5 
489 99')F:- (!) 5 
1.!99 999Jo:- (15 

XI X2 

176411E-06 254779E-05 
426764E-0~ 243852F.-05 
637351E-06 169029E-05 
1 s '-16/.1? E- 0 fl 6 3 7 1 ~) n:- ca 6 
767436E-06 -341540E-06 
69K043E-06 -975014E-06 
587485F.-06 -116232£-05 
478695E-06 -959566E-06 
L!('j 3 36 2F.- 06 
375383E-06 
391197£-06 
1-!35196F.-(!)6 
L-t87 349E-~56 
53C1215E-()6 
553452E-06 
555100E-06 
540061E:-r06 
516945E-0fi 
494~:i97E-06 

/..J.7 9L!24l~-06 
474117£-06 
477781/JF:-06 
LJ 8 7 r;; 9v)E- 0 6 
497889F.-06 
5vJ661 1-tE-06 
5112C16E-06 
511342E-(!j6 
5 vl 8(') 9 L!F:- (!) 6 
5V,3266F.-I!J6 
49 R6 7 BE- (!)6 

-524CIJ2LJE-!:16 
-421-!667E-f::i7 

331385F:-06 
51140(:171':-(')6 
499213¥:-06 
3 L4f16 6 8 t: - 0 6 
i 2109 5!':-(16 

-7914l39E-07 
- 2 0 6 3 9 9 J<- 0 6 
-24(!171 I..J.E-06 
-195363E-C,~6 

-1 C-:l3636E-06 
-/..J.~~0364F:-CIJ8 

716Ltl5E-07 
10738l~E-06 

10249 n:-r06 
6<5546 a;-07 
228322E-v}7 

-1 C52099F-f:17 
-LI36~~L4f5F-f!J7 

- L! 9 80 81-IF- ('17 
-397 3fiLIF-W/ 

II 9 5627 !.<- 0 6 - 2(tJflL!29F- 07 
1!91-! 6 2 8 F- v) 6 '/ 1 (lj 2 L! I..J. E -·1 0 
Ll95Ll6~)f:-(::'J6 1541!17F-((J7 
497433E-06 224137~-07 

499667E-06 210250E~07 

501 41! 11::-06 1 3'/7 35E-W/ 
sr~J?:346J;:-r,:~r; 4265f.1<?J<-c;s 
5fM.J332E-(16 -412g51+F:-0i) 
501633E-06 -920654F-0R 
500625E-06 -102971/JE-07 
Ll 0 9 ~ (31-lJ<:- V6 - f',('J'! ~~6(, F<- (/) 8 
499071E-06 -402062F-I!J8 
49R885E-06 208121E-09 
1!99VJ7 5E- ~';6 3319'11 I-:- vJfS 
499490E-06 467410E-I!JH 
1! 9 9 9 52 F- 11; () LJ 3 1 0 WH: - f0 f) 
50G312F-06 276412F-M~ 

5 l'iC-1 LJ 9 CfJ F- Cr.J f> ? f) 8 1 lid·~- \IJ 9 
50WLI78E-06 ~9?6932F-09 

~('i(·)32PiF-fM, ··193967 r:-·f.1B 

42b 

X3 XL! 

498227E-06 -154458E-05 
52538BE-06 372735£-06 
~49062£-06 lfi8950E-0fi 
554395E-06 -455697£-07 
542260E-06 -183810E-06 
520661E-06 -233197E-06 
498353£-06 -201433E-06 
482103£-06 -118108E-06 
475196E-06 -207078£-07 
477339E-06 584857£-07 
485641E-06 10062BE-06 
496110£-06 102525£-06 
505114E-06 736654£-07 
510359E-06 302530£-07 
511234E-06 -112557£-07 
508573E-06 -390767E-07 
504044E-06 -484105£-07 
499451E-06 -411168E-07 
496167E-06 ·-235021£-07 
494fS35E-0fi -334591£-08 
495361E-06 127637£-07 
497126£-06 210793£-07 
499298£-06 210910£-07 
501136E-06 148688£-07 
502178£-06 580725E-08 
502317E-06 -270835£-08 
5017 37J-':-v)6 -B29923E-08 
500788£-06 -100443E-07 
499844£-06 ~B38859E-08 

499181E-06 -467028£~08 

498925E-06 -502690E-09 
499051F-06 277120F-08 
499425V-06 440756£-08 
499876E-0fi 433182E-0B 
5002~0E~06 299412E-08 
500457£-06 110445E~08 

500477E-~6 -641068E-09 
500351E-06 -176299E-0B 
5001~3E-G6 -208545E-U6 
499959E-06 -171312E-08 
499825£-06 -929352£-09 
4997~6E-06 -683372£-10 
LJ99806E-06 596275£-09 
LJ9 9 p;g 5!·;;.. V.-~6 91.7 27 3E- 09 
499978E-06 885588~-09 
500~5~E-06 598742E-09 
5000~6~-MA 205092E-09 
500098~-06 -152318E-09 
500071~-0(, -3771~3F-09 

5000~9E-06 -435989E-09 



SCALE FACTOHS 

133333E-(15 

SCALED EQUATIONS - FOG 

0000iM:JE+00 000000E+00 
000000EH10 (:H::l (6 ~~ vlf,JF + (!) f 1 

C!J00000E+00 -8f38889E-06 
000000E+C!J(!J 00 00 (6 (lj F:+ VJ(l) 

7f3125(.1F:.-05 208333t.-(lj5 

SCALE:D f~QUATIONS ...., FJJF 

000000E+0v) 

IC POT SETTINGS 

6n6n66E-r)jr, 
0 0 ~:HH.1 (!J E ·H1 0 
(!J(!J00C!J0E+00 
00C-:J0C!J0E+VH1 
0CM!J000E+00 

333333E-06 

C1 (!) (J) ~) Ca 0 F + CM!J 
2lJ0000E-06 

-266666E-0fl 
0 r1 vl c1 o r1 E + ,,, c,j 

6~2::i0~J0F:-f:16 

TIME SCALE FACTOR = 666fl66E-07 

""". 

133333E-0~) 6 2 5 00 tij F- (!J'f 

0. C(! 0 0 kH1 E H'H!J (100(100F+ OCiJ 
0 vj CIJ CJ.t (tl (!) F+ (0 ~) 00i;JC'J00E+ 00 
666fl66E-06 1 L~2222E-vJ5 
000f-J(iH1E+ 00 1 Lt?.222F:-(-15 

-93750i6F:-(!IS -33333~il<-(1)5 
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b) NON-LINEAE SY'rEIVI (State variable limit-igg:): 

It is not conceivable in practice that 

the working range of the springs of a car should be unlimited, con-

sequently the folJ.c·Ming constraint was applied: 

Unlimited, (Y
1 

- Y2) varied between -0,445 and 0,227 feet, therefore 

in order to verify the method the value of 'a' ·was c~osen to be 0, 125 

feet. 

State variables were chosen as follows: 

xl yl - y 2 

x2 yl 

x3 y2 

x4 y2 

This system vras simulated by the method 

shown in 3.3.3.2, and the output of the scaling program used to set 

up the analog computer. The following results compare the analog 

computer solution of the problem and the solution as predicted by 

. . 
the approximate digital method. The digital simulation is sho-vm 

fora period of 2 seconds sampling every 0,02 seconds, and is record-

ed graphically on the transparent sheet. 



DIGITAL SOLUTION TO t\iOi'J··LINl•:Ah CM1. SUSPJ<NSIOi~ PEUPLr.M 

TIME <SFCS) 

l99999E-W7 
399999F-ru7 
599999F-W7 
799999E-07 
999999F:-(rJ7 
119999E-(1)6 
139999£-06 
159999E-06 
1 79999F-f~o 
199999F-vi6 
219999F:-06 
2 3 9 9 9 9 F- (~ 6 
259999E:- (1)6 
279999E-06 
299999£-(1)6 
319999E-06 
339999E-06 
359999£-06 
379999E-06 
399999E-06 
419999E-06 
439999E-C16 
459999£-06 
479999£-06 
L!99999E-,1o 
519999£-06 
539999E-C16 
559999E-06 
579999£-06 
599999E-06 
619999E-f.16 
6 3 9 9 9 9 E-- 0 6 
659999E>·06 
679999£-(!)6 
699999£-0.6 
719999£-06 
7399991':-(16 
759999E-C16 

Xl 

-1250v'H1E-C11S 
-125vJ0r~F .. t16 
-12500(,1[-06 
-125(1~10E-06 

-540076E-vi7 
1 (rl27 49E··07 
502B20E-07 
7'-t0698E-vJ7 
934909F.··~'J7 

113902F-C06 
1 ?. 5 ~j vH1 E ... (16 

125000}'~-06 

125kH:lfjE- 06 
125000E-06 
1250k'J0E-06 
125000E-06 
125vH.10E-06 
125vJ00E- (t)6 
125000E-06 
125f,J00E-06 
1213121'.:-(,)6 
116222E-CtJ6 
11000f)E-C16 
1027!'>2F-06 
9452lvJF-(17 
854366£-07 
756736F-07 
654201 F:-(:')'7 

51-!8541F-07 
Lt4 1 3 s 2 F.- 'n 
334235E:-07 
228529F-07 
12561lV-07 
267271E-06 

-669995£-08 
-15LJ580E-07 
-235 17(;JF:-C17 
- 308061.-!l->07 

X2 

70?.932E-vj() 
1 7 f19 50 F - 0 5 
22f>262r.:-o:, 
227422E-05 
2VJ6286E-0~ 

182173E-f05 
163:i97E-05 
14901-44£-05 
131J57?.F:-vJ5 
11P,121F:-(IJ5 
998LI07E:-(j6 
81 g 1,92F:-06 
63} 8881<=-06 
477CJ37E-06 
32378610:-06 
1899~)9E-(IJ6 

655490E-f17 
-451526E-((J7 
-1L!7016t;-r06 
-2 3984 7E-C:16 
-323733E:-06 
-39BL167E-06 
- L!6 L! 1 7 2 E- 0 6 
-520324E-06 
-56 6 36 8 E- r~ 6 
-602061-!F:-(06 
-627 Lt95F:-0A 
-6 1!2945E- \06 
-6 L![1806E-06 
-6LJ 5 54L-tE- 06 
-6337W)E-06 
-613919E-06 
-581)i395E-C!J6 
-55 34\~'-!E- 0 6 
-514261-tE-06 
-47Ca324F-f16 
-1!22LJ5C0E-06 
-371509E-06 

779999E-06 -372703E-07 -318366£-06 
799999E-(1)6 -LJ2861'19E-l-!7. -2638661':-06 
819999E-06 -475688£-07 -208824E-06 
83999~E~06 -513618E-0? 
859999E-06 -542454£-07 
879999E-06 -562310~-07 

899999E-06 -573418E-07 
919999E-06 -576116E-07 
9 39999E- vl6 - s 7 r,H5 37 v- 07 
959999E- 0 6 - 5:J8C198F- (-17 
979999E-06 -538489E-07 
999999E-06 -512660E-07 

-l51-!(118F.-06 
-100181E-06 
-479i391F.-vJ7 
·194061E-08 
4905f>0E-~n 

9?.t37 1t2F:-CIJ7 
1 329KIJJ:·~-(t)f) 
169fV!7F.:-06 
2(1 (.') g(,l f!JF- 06 

44a 

X3 

16KIS28F-06 
419B91F-06 
561150E-06 
58497 1-!E-~16 
557549E-06 
:,32049F.-06 
526521E-06 
533965£-06 
54293f!JE-06 
5Li7824F-06 
51-l8818E-{IJ6 
546927E-C16 
51-4 3 2 9 2.E- 0 6 
539215E-C!•6 
53517 3F~-i06 
5 318 37 E- vJ6 
528BB0r:-06 
526393E-r06 
5~~1-4067 E-06 
52 1 9 7 7 }<_'- y'J 6 
52C1013E·-,j6 
517866E-06 
515I.J39F:-06 
512832F-(16 
5_l(tll80E-06 
507563E-06 
505013F:-06 
5 i-1 2 5 L~ 6 F- 0 6 
5(:H:'!l79E-06 
LJ9 7 9 3 6 E- (!) 6 
4 9 5 K LJ 5 F: - (·) (J 

L.J93926lC:-(/J6. 
49219SF-C·.16 
1-!9067 LJE- 06 
L~8 9 3 6 1 E- 0 6 
LJ88266E-06 
I-J87 391 F-06 
L!867 36E-01S 

l 3 C!J7 ~) 2 E - 0 4 
105540E-04 
351551E-05 

-629C-167E-06 
-163099£-(15 
-7R35[13E-06 

153116E-06 
1-t87 57 SE-06 
363364F-06 
131237E-06 

-116929E-07 
-165605E-06 
-167116E-06 
-223f347E-06 
-162542£-06 
-16516£SE-C-16 
-124LJ31-IE-06 
-1223C.:• 1 E-06 
-1WJ411E-VJ6 
-993293E-07 
-1 ~H167 4E-06 
-ll1-4686E-06 
- 127 0L~5E- C66 
-1 32401 E-(16 
- 13216(:JE-06 
-129312E-06 
-125538F-06 
-1210LJ2E-06 
-115459E-06 
-108558£-06 
-10041 5E:- ftl6 
-9127 51-!E-07 
-813996£-07 
-709958E-C17 
- 602299E- C17 
-49?.528E-07 
-3B2153F:-07 
-272702E-W7 

48629~£-06 -16564?.E-07 
486071E-06 ~623136E-0B 
486046F-06 360865E-08 
4862.12F:-06 
486555E-06 
48 7 Ccl 62F- 0 6 
4B7717E-06 
488~Sf!)2F-('J6 

LJ89399E-l.16 
I-J9 0 3 9 (t) Jo:- ~16 
4914~)6F.-C16. 

492~79F-vl6 

1281-t9BE-V17 
214001£-07 

·291823E-07 
361341£-07 
4 2 2 (JJ IS 5 F- (!)7 

473666E-07 
515951JE-W1 
54B866F:-ftJ7 
57 21-tKBE- 07 



TIME <SECS) 

101999}"·.>05 
103999F-V15 
105999F>;.(I)5 
107999F:-05 
109999F:-05 
111999E-f15 
113999F:-05 
115999F:-05 
117999E-05 
119999F.-CI)5 
121999E-05 
123999F.-05 
125999£-05 
127999E:-05 
!.29999£-05 
131999E-05 
133999F-05 
135999E-05 
137999E-05 
139999£-05 
141999F.:-(t15 
143999£-05 
145999£-(~5 

147999E-05 
149999F.-05 
151999F-05 
153999F:-05 
155999E-C15 
157999E-05 
159999F.-05 
161999E-05 
163999E-05 
1 65999E-C15 
1 6 7 9 9 9 F:- (i) 5 
169999E-05 
171999E-05 
173999£-05 
175999E-05 
177999£-05 
179999E-05 
181999E-05 
183999E-f15 
185999£-())5. 
1 8'"/999F.-05 
189999F.-(i)5 
191999£-05 
1939991:<:-(15 
195999E-CI)5 
197999F-~~5 

199999E-05 

X1 

- L!813f'i8E-0'f 
- 1-!Lt516 8F:-Wf 
- LIV149 99F- (1)7 
-361571 F:-(,17 
-315657£-07 
-2FlfH117E-C07 
-219397F-vl7 
-17051?-F.-07 
-122C139E-vJ7 
-746164£-(l)fS 
-2g827Lt£-(.:'l£~ 

147965£~08 

557834E-08 
9372~391!:-08 

128272£-07 
159149£-07 
186140£-07 
2C39095E-07 
227927E-07 
2LI2612E-07 
253181 E-fA,7 
2 5 97 2(i)F.- (~ 7 
262366E-07 
261300E-07 
25fi7LiLH\-07 
2148954E-07 
238217£-(i)? 
221-!F144J•:- 0 7 
2fi)91fi3E-(17 
191516£-07 
172~)53£-(1)7 

151725E-(i}'l 
130283.E-(tl7 
1 0826gE:..VJ7 
8Mlll. 6F.-(-'l8 

. 6 3[1291-JE- (tj8 

420187E-t18 
208551E-08 
589889E-10 

-18~517E-vl8 

-363724E-D8 
-527vJ40E-08 
-6 7 IJ.(17 (-i E-OH 

-803746E-08 
-91525LJE-f0ti 
- U1V.l8 HH.::-CIJ7 
-10B2~l7E-ftl7 

- 1 1 3 7 :?. 1 F.- (;)7 

-1173e?E-VJ7 
- 11921-ll!E-t-H 

X2 

22fH~53F-06 

2 5ftJ686 ];:- (tl6 
· 26861-l9F-06 
21:) 19Af-1F:-06 
2 9 CtJ 6 9 7 E- (;j 6 
291-!997 F-f16 
295050F.-f-1(-i 
291 CIJ92E-06 
28 34{1H-1E-C06 
272288E-06 
258097E-06 
21.!119 3E-06 
221956E-06 
2 0 01 7 8r: - rJ 6 
178055F.-06 
1 51-Jl s 2 r:- 0 6 
129547E-06 
1 f-:)4529E-06 
794874F:-07 
547642E-ra7 
3C1J6777E-(1)7 
751952E-08 

-144476£-07 
-349919E-f17 
-5391 :nF-07 
-7 1 (/)IJ6L!E- 07 
-862573E-07 
-991-!469£-07 
-110549E-06 
-119529£-06 
-126384E-06 
..., 1 3 1 lL!0 E - 0 6 
-13::184KE-06 
- 1 3L-!.5f.f:.E-06 
-133456E-06 
-130575E-\1J6 
-126f-181E-06 
-1 ~~0125E-r!J6 
-112870£-06 
-1 ~?-4MnE..:06 
-951528E-\17 
-850-467£-07 
--:743495E-:U7 
-632395E-07 
- 5 1 8 9 (I) 8 E - CtJ'I 
.- L1 (t) L4 7 0 9 E:- 0 7 
-2913K8E-C1J7. 
-180LJ3:)E-Wf 
-73~~277E-C~8 

:-::89892E-(1f3 

RE-RUN- F.LIP SSl CONTINUE - FLIP SS3 

44b 

X3 

4 9 3 7 LJ 0 E- (I) 6 
14 9 Li9 2 1 E- 0 6 

/J 9 6 1 (1 6 r: - "' f, 

497276F:-06 
498Ltl9F.-06 
499519F-06 
500565E-~16 

5 c-J 1 ~:> 4/.J E - vi 6 
502447F.-06 
5(1) 3?67 F.- 06 
503997E-f06 
504632E-06 
505168E-06 
5(1560L!E:-06 
5059LHof'>·06 
506176E-06 
50631 ~lE-06 
sv,63fi 1 E-06 
5C16317E-(16 
50619\l)E-06 
505987E-06 
505713E-06 
505377F.-06 
5049f\6F-C16 
50 L!5 5 (::) F:- (~ 6 
5 (I) 4 (-:17 (-i F.- 0 6 
503573E-06 
503f6511E-06 
5(tl2515E-06 
501975F.-f06 
501 Lt39F-fc)6 
500913F-(tj6 
5 (-10 4 V; L! E- (16 
LJ99918E-06 
1-! 9 9 4 6 (j F:- kJ 6 . 
4990~~5F.-06 · . 
1-t986LJ7E-06 
498299E-(16 
497993E-0S 
L!977 32F:-06 
497516E-06 
L! 9 7 3 Ll n F ~ f1 6 
L!9722lF-(/.If, 
497142E-06 
LJ971 (!)5/.<:-06 
49'/11 {'JE-(06 
L!9715Ll!::-06 
4CJ'/ 2::VtE- 06 
1-197 31Ctr:-r~Jc, 
4 9 7 L! 9 0H> vJ 6 

X4 

587fa13E-f1J7 
59?.755E-fa7 
59(tll22E-C1J7 
579619E-07 
561832E-07 
537 L!00E-07 
507 (') 38 E- (1}7 

LO 1487 F.- 07 
431514E-07 
387910E-CYf 
341463E-(1)7 
29 298fl)E- VJ1 
21-!32251':"-07 
192941 E-f67-
14281-!2E-07 
936110E-08 
1-158511 E-08 
135081E-10 

-430302E-08 
-831971E-08 
-119993E-07 
-153H11E-en 
-182285E-07 
- 2Wf 3fi 3E:- V1? 
-228222F.-:U7 
-2L!LJ815E-07 
-?57153E-07 
-26 5 308F.- (17 
-269LJ05E-07 
-269615E-rn 
-266146E-cn 
-259255E-07 
-249232E-07 
-2 3fi 3P, 4E-C))7 
-221f!o34F.-07. 
-20 351-!2F.- 07 
-181-!259E-07 
-1635!.18F.-07 
-141778E-07 
-11929L!E-07 
-961!431 E-'08 
-7 3557C1JE-V•8 
-509 487 E-f)8 
-289148F:-(~f3 

-771938E-09 
1 2 L!0 3 ((j F. - 0 8 . 
3 1 2 3 3 (I) F. - fj 8 
48 58 t3 ?E- 0 8 
6 11 3 11-! 1 E - C18 
78?.851E-(18 



SCAL~: FACTOES 

133333E-ras 

SCALED EQUATIONS - FOB 

000000£+00 0000(10E+ 00 
000000E+00 00f0000E+00 
000\100£+(60 -12Lt999E--06 
000C!)C10E+ ra0 r!l 0v!000E:+ '""J 
5859 37£-{t) 5 292968F-V.l6 

SCALED EQUATIONS - -FDF 

(100000E+0Ccl .179999£-05 

IC POT SETTINGS 

666666£-(66 
0ftJ0000E+00 
0(1.100(1)0£+00 
0000(10E+ 0flJ 
0000,1(:-JE:+ f!J0 

3333331':-06 

0 0 0 [C1 ~H:l E + (lj(i) 
799999E-C'.l6 

-199Sl99E-06 
000V.100E:+(t)(!) 
468749E-06 

00000t1E+00 

•. 

TIME SCALE FACTOR - 499999E-07 

44c 

133333F:-(1~) 6 2 5(iJ00F:- (17 

0C60CM6vH~+ 00 00(6 000E+ (1)(6 
0000~J(!)E-H10 -426666E-05 
0 (!) 0 0 0 C1 E+ 0 (1) 1 {06666£-(15 
CtlliH:H1C1 V.l E+ 0 0 106666E-05 

-585937E-yJ5 -249999£-05 

7 50 00f:? E- C-1 6 0000vHI.iE+ (10 



ANALOG PATCHING FOl\ 'l'HE SOJ~Url'ION OF TI-lE NON·-LINEAR CAE SUSPENSION 

SYSTEl\1. 
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c) NON-LINE/ui. SYSTEJ1 ( Sauare function): 

In order to test the accuracy of the 

piecewise linear approximation of 3.2.3, the problem of 3.2.3.1 was 

run, and set up on th9 analog computer with the predicted config-

uration and scaling. The following results again compare the analog 

solution of the problem to the solution predicted by the approxim-

ate digital method. The curves on the transparent sheet '"ere 

plotted from the results obtained from the digital simulation. 

SCALING OF.NON-LINEAR SYSTEM CSQUARE FUNCTION) 

SCALE FACTORS 

666666£-·(16 666666E-06 

SCALED EQUATIONS - FDB 

ca 0013 r:l0l<::+ 0c1 
000000E:+(!J0 
O!l.l0 0 f3 ~j E+ (6 C1 
999999E-05 

(:J(-1 v)vJ (l)f:l E+ 0 V; 

(j(6 0 0 (I)(!) F.+ (10 
(!) 0 f:H!J0 fi;E+ ('}(!) 

-833999E-05 

SCALED EQUATIONS - FDF 

IC POT SETTINGS 

666666E-f!,6 
(!)~) 0(1J (;) (() }:';+ (-)(lj 

0 v] v) 0vJ 0E+ 00 
00k10 0 (_!jE:+ 0 0 

266666E-05 

00vH100E+ 00 
1c~ 16666E- vJ6 
00.l7H!l00E+ 0(-::1 

-687 I..J99E-(!.,5 

(1)(1)0000E+ ~H6 

TIME SCALE FACTOR = 166666E-05 

46 

400000E-05 

(,) 0 0 (~ 0 (j F.+ 0 (I) 
00fu000E+ 00 
llllli.E-05 

-486666E··fa5 

00000faE+ (1)0 



Al'JAJ"OG COIVJPUTEH CONFIGURATION FOH 'rHE SOLU'l'ION OF THE NON-LINEAR 

SQUAHING PROBLEM. 

-X 2 
_2=------\ 

-X 

-10 

10 

__ -X2---------------~ 

47 

-X 2 
-2-

-X 
~-
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7 COMPU'l'ER PROGRAMS 

The compiling algorithm described in this 

thesis is designed for use in the conversational mode on a small dig-

i.tal computer or digital section of a hybrid computer. The computer 

used was a Varian 622i and is described in appendix D. Core size v.ras 

limited to 8K 18 bit words vrhich proved to be insufficient for most 

non-linear problems, consequently these vrere simulated on a Univac 1108. 

All programming of the 1108 was done in Fortran 5, and that of the 622i 

in Assembler language. Experimentation and testing of theories was 

done in Fortran and later translated into Assembler language, as the 

I 
latter was time consuming. 

In this chapter the overall flow charts 

will be presented in order to give a general idea of the methods used. 

Detailed listings of the programs have been placed in the keeping of the 

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Cape To~m. 

The general flow diagram· of the vihole pro-

cess for linear systems is shown in figure l, Khile the follovring 

figures provide more detailed flow diagrams of some of the important 

blocks. 

a) The teletype control program as shown in figure 2, contains 

the follovring features: 1) Transfer of control to other programs. 

2) Display and modification of any matrix, floating point number, integ-

er, or matrix element in the rr,emory. 

b) The simulation routine (figure 3) involves first the calc-

ulation ~f the transition matrix for 1/50 th. of the simulation time, 
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and 50 repetitive applications of equation 3.14. The flow diagram 

of the transition matrix calculation is shown in figure 4, and is 

according to the formula: 

<P(T) 

• + .,---::1~ An-1 Tn-1 (l AT) 
(n-1)! n 

c) The scaling routines (figures 5 & 6) employ the method of chapte~ 5. 

d) A non-linear simulation routine (problem of 3.2.3.1) is shown in 

figure 6. This program is written in Fortran and the method is des-

cribed in 3.2.3.1. 
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DIGITAL 
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I 
Bring [~ [=)111 
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8 FUR'rHER POSSIBILITIES 

8.1.1 AUTOMATIC PATCHING OF LINEAR SYSTEl\1S 

The primary problem encountered in all pre-

vious attempts at automatic patching, has been the enormous size and 

cost of the switching matrix necessary. (lO, l5, 16 ) The problem has 

been compared to that of a telephone exchange. One method of solution 

developed by Hannauer (lO) , is that of 'corr~itted components'. An 

example of this would be a potentiometer committed to each input of each 

amplifier. This is obviously uneconomical·if only one input to an amp-

lifier is used, but it is justifiable in view of the simplification to 

the switching matrix. 

Let us now consider the possibility of not 

committing components in the computer, but the use of special purpose 

'patch panels', with the built in committal of components. This is 

justifiable on the gTounds that the computer is normally solving only. 

one problem at a time. 

During the course of this thesis certain 

·standard analog configurations arose for the solution of linear systems. 

It is therefore feasible that a special purpose 'patch panel' could be 

developed for the automatic patching for any linear system, provided 

· the order of the system was less than the number of integTators in the 

computer. 

By study of the third order system of 5.5 

it can be seen that in order to be entirely general: 

.1) Each integrator must have provision for an input from each 

state variable. 
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2) Each of these inputs may be positive or inverted. 

3) The initial conditions may be positive or negative. 

With these .basic requirements, a patch 

panel could be developed which would commit all the components in the 

computer into the standard form for the solution of any linear system. 

In order to study this possibility in more 

detail, consider a hypothetical analog computer with the following 

elements: 

8 integrators,each with 16 inputs (8 of gain l, and 8 of gain 10) 

10 inverting amplifiers 

80 potentiometers 

These could be committed by the patch panel into the configuration of 

figure 8. (It can novl be seen that the third order system on page 37, 

and the car suspension system on page 42 are special cases of this 

general configuration.) 

This method on a hybrid computer with servo 

driven potentiometers, and running under the control of the algorithm 

developed in this thesis, could automatically set up a linear system in 

a matter of seconds. 

8.1.2 AUTOMATIC PATCHING OF NON~LINEAR SYSTEMS 

Not much aid to the automatic patching of 

non-linear systems can be given by the method of 8.1.1. The possible 

exception to this is the type of problem which can be divided into 

linear blocks, with the non-linear elements between them. In this 

case the linear blocks could be set up by a method similar to 8.1.1, 

and the non-linear elements patched by hand. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

During the course of this project, several 

methods with a potentia1ly broader application arose. The most 

important of these being the approximate simulation method for non

linear systems,and the matrix methods of scaling. 

The advantage of the non-linear simulation 

method is that it is parallel in nature and consequently much faster 

than conventional serial methods. 

The application of matrix methods to the 

process of scaling is not only concise but leads to a method for the 

direct transformation from the co-efficient matrix of state space to 

a scaled analog computer diagram. Thus it forms the key to the auto

matic scaling method of this thesis . 

. The project as a whole has confirmed the 

feasibility of automatic scaling, although more 1110rk needs to be 

done in the area of non-linear systems before the method becomes 

completely general. 
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APPENDIX 

~ STATE SPACE 

Al SYSTEM REPRESENTATION BY STATE VARIABLES 

The idea of state as a basic concept in the 

representation of systems was first introduced by A.M. Turing during 

the nineteen thirties, and now forms the foundation of modern control 

theory. Any variable of a system which defines some performance of 

the system and is subject to change, may be thought of as a state varia-

ble. A set of state variables which together completely describes the 

system is known as a state vector. The formal definition of state is 

as follows: 

The State of a system at any time t is the 
0 

X (t ) which along with 
n o 

the input to the system for t ;:::: t 
0 

, is sufficient to determine the 

behaviour of the sy· stem for all t > t . 
- 0 

The above implies that the behaviour of the 

system is independent of its history before t = t 
0 

The state variable representation of a gen-

eral system can be shown diagramatica1ly as: 

ml yl 
m? INTEHNAL y2 

.L..--- ------ STATE - - - - - - :... -
- - - - - - - -
' Xl, x2, . . . X -- - - - -- -
m. n 

l yp 
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'rhe variables 1:1hich characterize or are 

associated with the system can be classified into three groups: (3) 

l) Input or excitation variables (mi), which represent the 

stimuli generated by systems other than the one under in-

2) 

vestigation and which influence the system behaviour. 

Output or response variables (y.), which describe the as
J 

pects of the system behaviour that are of interest to the 

investigator. 

3) State or intermediate variables (xk), which cha:racterize 

the dynamic uehaviour of the system under investigation. 

A2 TYPES OF SYSTEH 

As the dynamic models of most systems can be 

approximated to sets of ordinary differential equations, we shall now 

restrict our theory to dealing with systems of this nature. 

a) LINEARITY 

Let the response of the system to inputs 

ma(t) and mb(t) be ya(t) and yb(t) respectively. The system is said 

to be linear if the response to the input ma(t) + ~(t) is ya(t) + yb(t), 

and if the response to the input Km (t) is Ky (t). Where K is a canst-
a a 

ant. This can be stated as follows: 

if m (t) ~ives a II' 
y (t) a 

and mb(t) gives yb(t) 

Then for a linear system. 

ma(t) + mb(t) gives ya(t) + yb(t) 

This relationship is known as the principle of Superposition. 

also: 

if m (t) 
a 

gives y (t) 
a 
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Then for a linear system, 

Km (t) 
a 

gives Ky (t) 
a 

this is known as the principle of Homogeneity. 

Any system that does not comply with both 

criteria is classified as a Non-linear system. 

b) PARAMETER TIME DEPENDENCE 

If the response of a system to an input (m(t)) 

is y(t), then mathematically the system is said to be time invarient if: 

m( t - T) gives y( t - T) 

where Tis any time shift. 

The response of a time invarient system 

depends only on the form of the input, and not on the time when it was 

applied. 

A system of which the parameters are funct-

ions of time is known as a time varient system. 

A3 MATIIEMATICS OF STATE VARIABLE REPHESENTATION 

From the definition of state variables it is 

clear that any particular set is not unique, and in fact there is an 

infinite number of choices of state variables that can correctly des-

cribe a system. Fortunately only a few of these are in common use, 

either because they give a mathematical advantage, or because they have 

some relationship to physical reality. Once a satisfactory set of 

state variables has been fixed, mathematically we are able to relate 

. the time changes in the system to the state of the system. It is 

assumed in the original theory that the derivative of the state vector 

dX/d.t depends only on the current state of the system and not upon 



its past history. This basic assumption leads to a mathematical char-

acterisation of the process by means of a vector matrix differential 

equation. 

i(t) dX( t)/dt F[X(t);m(t)) 

The output of the system cru1 generally be 

defined as a function of the state variables and the inputs. 

Y ( t ) G [_X(t ) ; m ( t )] 

If the system is described by linear differ-

ential equations, the above equations may be reduced to: 

. 
X(t) A(t)X.(t) +B(t)m(t) 

Y( t) C ( t )X ( t) + D( t) m( t) 

The matrices A,B;C, and D have been shown as functions of time for 

generality. 

In order to clarify the above, consider the 

example .of an n th·. order time invarient system. 

X.+ a1X + . . + a 1x + a X bm 
n- n 

letting, xl X 
. 

x2 X 

N-1 

X = X 
n 

It is possible to transform the original 

equation into n first order differential equations by the assumption 

that dX/dt depends only on the current state of the system. 



m 

ie. xl X 2 

x2 x3 

X bm - a X - . . - an-lx2 n l n 

Expressed in matrix notation this becomes: 

X 
n 

0 

0 

-a n 

l 

0 

-a n-1 

X=AX+Bm 

0 

l 

- anxl 

0 xl 0 

0 x2 0 
*· + m 

-al X b n 

Had an output function been specified, it could have been represented as: 

Y=CX+Dm 

A4 STATE VARIABLE DIAGRAM . 

This is a diagram consisting of integrators, 

amplifiers and summing devices in which the state variables are denoted by 

integrator outputs. The importance of the state variable diagram as 

far as this thesis is concerned lies in the fact that it resembles the 

analog computer simulation diagram. 

The state variable diagram for the system 

of the previous section is: 

X X n __ 
1 
______ 3 
I 
I 
I 

__ _I 
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A5 INPUT DESCRIPTION BY STATE VARIABLES (3) 

In order to generalise the state variable 

characterisation of a system it is advantageous to consider the input 

signal as the output of an independent system. This system may then 

also be described in terms of state variables. 

The state variable representation of a few 

commonly encountered input signals follows: 

a) STEP FUNCTION 

Let U(t) be a step function. 

Then r == r U(t) 
0 

where r is the output. 

---- -r---
0 

t time 
0 

By defining a state variable x1 r, we may write: 

0 with initial state of x1 

This leads to the following state variable diagram. 

b) RAMP FUNCTION 

r 
0 
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Letting r 

0 where xl(o) 

c) EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 

r 

r, then 

r e 
0 

bt 

b bt r e 
0 

- bX - l 

where xl(o) r 
0 

r 

A6 TRANSFORMATION FROM TRANSFER FUNCTION REPRESENTATION TO STATE 

VARIABLE REPRESENTATION (9) 

The non-uniqueness of state variable repres-

entation was mentioned in A3 and at the time the possible mathematical . 

advantage of certain configurations was implied. In this section 

three common methods of state variable assignment will be summarised. 

1) DIRECT PROGRAMNING (BUSH'S FORM) 

Consider the system represented by the 

transfer function: 

G(S) + 23S + 15 

s4 + 56S 
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J3ush's form of the state equations follow 

directly: 

xl x2 

x2 == x3 

x3 x4 . 
x4 -56X - 50X 2 3 - l3X4 + m 

y l5X1 + 23X2 + 9X3 + x4 

This leads to the following state variable 

diagram. 

m 

2) ITERATIVE FROG RAM!'UNG ( GUILLEMINS FORM) 

The method follows from the factorised 

form of the transfer function. (aa) 

G(S) 

Note (aa) 

G(S) = ~. may be represented as: 

m 
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x4 m - 2X 
4 

x3 x
4 

- 4x
3 

+ x
4 

x2 x
3 

+ 3X
3 

- 7X2 

xl 5X2 + x2 

ie. xl -2X2 - x3 - x4 + m 

x2 -7X - X 2 3 - x4 + m 

x7. -4X - X + m 
) 3 4 

x4 -2x
4 

+ m 

This leads to Guillemin's form of the state variable diagram. 

3) PARALLEL PROGRAMMING (FOSTER'S FORM) 

This method is applicable when the trans-

fer function is expressed in partial fraction form. 

G(s) 15/56 31~ 3/2) 4(/10~ 
s + (8+2} + (S+4 + S+7 

m -

m -

x4 m - 7X4 
Y l5/56X1 + 3/20X2 + 3/24X

3 
+ 48/l05X

4 



A7 DISCRETE-TIME EVALUATION OF SYSTEM RESPONSE 

A?.l APPROXIMA'riON TO DERIVATIVE METHOD 

The response of a system represented by a 

state vector differential equation may be obtained by utilising a dis-

crete time approximation. This approximation is based on taking 

sufficiently small increments of time and evaluating the state varia-

bles at each interval. If the time increment is sufficiently small 

compared with the time constants of the system, the response calculated 

by this method will be reasonably accurate. 

Consider first the linear state vector 

differential equation . 

. 
X=AX+Brn 

From the definition of a derivative 

X( t) lim 
~~-0 

X( t+ 6 t ) - X( t ) 
Llt 
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By letting t T, the approximate formula can be stated thus: 

therefore: 

. 
X X(t+T) -X(t) 

T 

X( t+T) -X( t) 
T AX(t) +Bm(t) 

TAX(t) + X(t) + TBm(t) 

· ( T A + I) X (t) + T Bm( t) 
(ab) 

As t is divided into intervals of ~t = T, the time t can be written 

as t kT, Hhere k is an 'integer. 

therefore: X((k+l)T) ( T + I) X ( kT ) + 'r Bm( kT ) 

This equation may be stated as follows: The value of the state vector 

at the (k+l) th. time instant can be evaluated in terms of the value of 

X and mat the k th. time instant. 

X(k+l) Q(T) X(k) + TBm(k) 

The above approximate method can be extend-

ed directly to non-linear systems, and systems with time·varying co-

efficients by considering the state equations separately and not as one 

vector matrix differential equation. 

ie. X = f(X,m,i) 

A 7. 2 REPETATIVE APPLICATION OF TRANSIT ION MATRIX 

This method is applicable to linear systems 

only and is dealt with fully in chapter 3. 

Note (ab) 

) AT (I + AT is an approximation to the matrix exponential e , which can 

be written in full as: I + AT + 1/2 A2T2 + . 
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B CALSSICAL l\JETIIODS OF SCALING (6) 

Whenever it is required to represent a 

variable by the limited range of some physical quantity, the need for 

scaling arises. The dravTing of graphs is an excelent example of this. 

The problem is very similar v1hen scaling 

the analog computer model of a system, where the limited. physical 

quantity is the linear operating range of the operational amplifiers. 

Optimal scaling is that in which the variables use the entire linear 

range of the amplifiers. 

Bl SCALE FACTORS AND 'MACHINE UNITS' 

It has become customary for the purposes 

of scaling to drop the concept of volts as the unit of amplifier output 

and. instead. to define the amplifier range as + - 1 Machine Unit. 

The scale factor can therefore be immediat-

ely be expressed as:_ 

Scale factor K Maximum value of problem variable 

0 eg. If a problem variable has a maximum value of 0,05 C. Then 

K 20 units/ °C. ie. When the temperature is at its maximum 

of 0,05, the amplifi~r output is at l unit. 

At any instant the amplifier output or 

'Computer Variable' as it is often called can be expressed as: 

Computer Variable K . Problem variable 

Problem variable ------Maximum value of problem variable 
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As the problem variable at any instai1.t is less than its maximum value. 

Computer Variable ~ l unit 

eg. A problem variable Y has a maximum value of 250 metres 

K l/250 0,004 units/metre 

Computer Variable Y/250 un.i ts 

B2 SCALED EQU~riONS 

Once a scale faetor for each variable has 

been found, it then becomes necessary to make the analog set up con-

sistent with the original equations, taking into account the different 

scale factors for each variable. This is achieved by expressing the 

scaled outputs of each analog element in terms of its scaled inputs. 

These expressions are known as scaled equations. 

The follm.ring conventions are used: 

[] Indicates a computer variable (amplifier output). 

( ) Indicates a potentiometer setting. 

B2.l SUMMING MVJPLIFIERS 

X 

y >-----=--( x+y+z ). __ 

Let. X max X, 

z 

Y, z max 

Therefore the computer variables are: 

X 

X 
y 
"'--
y z 
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Clearly the modulus of the output can never be greater than 

X + Y + Z 

Output 

- (x+y+z) 

c __ x+y+~ 
~- X+Y+Zj 

B2.2 INTEGRATORS 

~ 
dt 

X 

X 

Let xmax - X, and Ymax Y 

Note (ba) 

- (x+y+z) 

x[f] + 

X 
X+Y+Z 

Input 

y[~J + z[i] 

[~ +. 
y 

X+Y+Z 
z ~J + X+Y+Z 

[ X+y+~ 
L X+Y+Zj 

The potentiometer settings are actually the ratio of the two scale 

factors. The incoming scale factor is cancelled and the outgoing 

scale factor is introduced. 
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Output Input 

d 
y dt [~] x[~J 

.L t ~] ( ~ ) [i] dt 

[- ~] (~) [i] - (~) ~~ 

[i] 

B2.3 MULTIPLIERS AND DIVIDERS 

Multipliers have incorporated in their hard-

ware a 'worst case-' scale factor, which is usually sufficient for seal-

ing purposes. If the output of the multiplier is excessively small, it 

may be increased by a factor a, by connecting a potentiometer (-~) in 

the feedback loop of the multiplier. 

z xy 

[i] 
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For the case of division it is essential to 

know the maximum value of the output. 

X 

y 

[- ~ 

let: x max 

z&~i] 

~] 
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X [il 
y [~ 

e~r~J 
· Z.Y ~ 

y z 
·max 

z 



c 

follows: 

At 
CONVEBGENCE Oli' 1'BE POVIER SEJUES OF e (14) 

At e can be expanded as a power series as 

At e t 
K=O 

In practice the problem of a satisfactory upper bound for k arises. 

ie. What is the relationship between k and the error introduced by 

truncation of the infinite series? 

~A~ [¢ (approx~ + ~e~ 
L 00 

Ak.tk L Ak;tk L + k! K~o k• k;L+1 
Cl.2 

At If each element in the matrix e is required to within an accuracy 

of d significant digits. 

Cl. 3. 

•. 

Defining the norm of matrix A as: 

Cl.4 

and applying the fundamental theorem that 

IIAkll ~ IIAII k for k l, 2, 3, . Cl.5 

!:IIAilk;~k 
K=l+1 k• 

Cl.6 

ie. It is known that each term in the remainder matrix is less than or 

·equal to a constant vlhich is a function of k. In order to eliminate 

the summation, the following substitution can be macle. 
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Therefore: 

where, 

IIAII t 
k 

< t 

lltdl t 
1+2 

for k ~1+2 

II All 1+1 . tL+l 2 
(1+l) ~ ( l + E + E + ... ) 

2 
( l + E + t + ••• ) 

l 
l - t 

There is thus a rigorous mathematical 

formula for the magnitude of the terms in the remainder matrix, and 

Cl. 7 

Cl.8 

consequently it is simple to verify that they are sufficiently small. 
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D 'DESCR.IPI'ION OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMPU'l'ER.S USED 

Dl V.AR.I.AN 622i 

digital computer. 

The Varian 622i is a small system-orientated 

Basic word length is 18 bits, and core size is 8K 

words. The instruction set consists of about 100 instructions, and it 

is consequently a very versatile machine when programmed in assembler 

language. 

All programming done in this thesis is 

sufficiently general to run on also any digital computer of at least 

8K core storage. 

D2 P .ACE TR.48 . 

The analog hardware available on the above 

machine was as follovlS: 

18 Operational amplifiers 

8 Integrators 

24 Potentiometers 

3 Multipliers 

l Diode function generator 

( 5 inputs each ) 

( 5 inputs each ) 

All theories and methods developed in this 

thesis are for any general purpose analog computer. 
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